Local Quantification of Wall Thickness and Intraluminal Thrombus Offer Insight into the Mechanical Properties of the Aneurysmal Aorta.
Wall stress is a powerful tool to assist clinical decisions in rupture risk assessment of abdominal aortic aneurysms. Key modeling assumptions that influence wall stress magnitude and distribution are the inclusion or exclusion of the intraluminal thrombus in the model and the assumption of a uniform wall thickness. We employed a combined numerical-experimental approach to test the hypothesis that abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) wall tissues with different thickness as well as wall tissues covered by different thrombus thickness, exhibit differences in the mechanical behavior. Ultimate tissue strength was measured from in vitro tensile testing of AAA specimens and material properties of the wall were estimated by fitting the results of the tensile tests to a histo-mechanical constitutive model. Results showed a decrease in tissue strength and collagen stiffness with increasing wall thickness, supporting the hypothesis of wall thickening being mediated by accumulation of non load-bearing components. Additionally, an increase in thrombus deposition resulted in a reduction of elastin content, collagen stiffness and tissue strength. Local wall thickness and thrombus coverage may be used as surrogate measures of local mechanical properties of the tissue, and therefore, are possible candidates to improve the specificity of AAA wall stress and rupture risk evaluations.